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Explore The Margins of 389Poker
 
 
24th December 2018 - 389Poker provides highly classed poker games for those who are
already engaged in this domain, or yet start to dive in this subject. If you are a real amateur,
then you will surely like this platform. The website of 389Poker has a nice user-friendly
interface, and you can easily explore all the info presented there. Don’t miss the chance to get
rid of your financial problems and start earning money on this great platform.
 
Many scientists are engaged in research of gambling, and poker as well. Those who believed
that he was a bad habit did not remain at all. The researchers measured the level of Fold in
poker with two aces of cortisol (stress hormone) in the players’ body, and came to the
conclusion that during the game of poker, its level significantly decreased. This is explained by
the fact that this is a game not for good luck, but for skill. When the brain begins to
concentrate on what is happening, the person forgets all his everyday problems that bother
him. When regular games are distracted even more, giving rest to your nervous system. This
is more effective than computer games or watching TV, because when playing poker, a player
learns what brain training does. The more regularly a person plays poker, the more he notes
that the outcome of events can always be influenced by calculating each turn. This develops
logic, patience, confidence, and other similar useful skills. Experienced players admit that
poker helps them in life situations. For example, when choosing a large purchase or a car,
place of work, investing a large amount of money into something. They already have the
experience to make a mistake, but they are not afraid of it. Behind a bad decision always
comes the good that is called feedback. After a few “no”, a multiple “yes” follows. The main
thing is to learn patience to experience losses, both in the game and in life. A negative
experience is also an experience that, with the right conclusions, moves a person forward.
 
About 389Poker:
389Poker is the perfect platform of poker online for beginners as well as hard amateurs. Poker
develops patience. Often, waiting is very annoying, but for poker players patience and
calmness are the first things they learn on their way to victory. The impatient often achieve the
opposite result. You will be also developing discipline. The strategy of the game will never
bring success if the player behaves uncivilized, unrestrained or vulgar.
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